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CLEARPATH ACTION FUND ENDORSES BRIAN MAST

ClearPath Action Fund is endorsing Rep. Brian Mast (R-Fla.) and will soon start running digital ads backing his reelection.

“As a first term congressman, Brian is already proving to be a strong Republican voice on smart solutions for cleaning our energy sector and protecting our climate,” ClearPath Action Fund Founder Jay Faison said.

Mast has backed a sweeping set of resources and targeted program direction and reforms to the Department of Energy that would spur advanced nuclear, carbon capture, energy storage and other clean energy technologies. He has also voted to protect the Department of Energy’s ARPA-E advanced energy effort from proposed funding cuts, and has supported efforts to quicken approvals and re-approvals of both large and small clean hydropower projects.

As a member of the bipartisan Climate Solutions Caucus, Mast signed onto a resolution declaring the need for finding economically viable solutions to reduce climate change. A former combat soldier in Afghanistan, Mast also voted for bipartisan language allowing the Department of Defense to study the threat of climate change to national security.
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About ClearPath Action Fund
ClearPath Action Fund is dedicated to building support for political leaders who believe in sensible clean energy solutions through market-based principles that capitalize on innovation. For more information, visit ClearPathActionFund.org.